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High Order Local Approximations

to Derivatives in the Finite Element Method

By Vidar Thomée

Abstract. Consider the approximation of the solution u of an elliptic boundary value

problem by means of a finite element Galerkin method of order r, so that the approx-

imate solution Uft satisfies un — u = 0(h ). Bramble and Schatz (Math. Comp., v. 31,

1977, pp. 94 — 111) have constructed, for elements satisfying certain uniformity condi-

tions, a simple function Kn such that Kn * un — u = 0(h ) in the interior. Their

result is generalized here to obtain similar superconvergent order interior approxima-

tions also for derivatives of u.

1.   Introduction.   Assume that « is a smooth function defined in £2 C RN.

Assume also that one is given an approximation uh which belongs to a subspace Sn

(depending on a small parameter h) of L2(I2) such that (for notation, see Section 2)

\\u-un\\Q<au)hr.

Such a situation arises when one solves a 2mth order elliptic problem in a finite

element space of order r by Galerkin's method. In certain cases it is possible to

derive estimates for u - un in negative norms with a higher power of h, e.g.

\\u-uh\\_in<CXu)hr+'.

In the elliptic case referred to, this can sometimes be done by a duality argument,

with / = r - 2m if r > 2m.

In [2], Bramble and Schatz were able to show (this was carried out for second

order equations, i.e. with / = r - 2) that under certain uniformity assumptions on

{Sn} in the interior, it is possible to find an approximation of u based on uh which

is of this higher order also in Z,2(Í20) where £20 CC £2.  Their approximation is a

convolution Kn * un where Kh is a linear combination of translates of ß-splines, and

their result thus takes the form

H«-*A   *Un\\no<C(u)hr + l.

The interior uniformity of {Sh} is reflected in the fact that for any a,

(1) W^i"-"h)\\-,,n0<C(u)hr+',

where 9£ denote difference quotients.   Under the assumption that in addition to (1),

maximum norm estimates of the form
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(2) \dan(u-uh)\no<C(u)hr

are valid (such estimates hold in the elliptic case, cf. Bramble, Nitsche and Schatz

[1]), Bramble and Schatz also showed that

I""*/, *un\no<C(u)hr+l.

The purpose of this note is to derive similar approximations also for arbitrary

derivatives of u, and in fact for any linear functional of u which is continuous on

some Sobolev space rV2(i20).   In deriving these results we also give alternative proofs

of the results by Bramble and Schatz.

Our first main result, Theorem 1 below, shows that an arbitrary derivative of

the smooth function u can be approximated in ¿2(£20) by a local average of the

corresponding difference quotient of the approximating function uh.  Hereby the

error can be bounded by 0(h2p) plus a finite sum of terms of the form of the left-

hand side in (1), where p and / are arbitrary given positive integers.  Using this result

we show in Theorem 2 that the value at u of any bounded linear functional A on

some 1V2(Í20) can be approximated to the same degree as in Theorem 1 by a linear

functional Ah acting on uh.  Finally, in Theorem 3, we show the analogue of Theorem

1 for the maximum norm.  Now interior maximum norms of certain difference

quotients of the error have to be included in the error bound.

Our results are not restricted to the solution of elliptic problems by Galerkin's

method but may be applied in any situation where negative norm (and for Theorem

3, maximum norm) interior estimates are available for difference quotients of the

error.  Such estimates were obtained recently for second order parabolic equations in

Bramble, Schatz, Thomée and Wahlbin [3].  The conclusion is therefore that in the

context of that paper, 0(h2r~2) approximations can be obtained in the interior by

local averaging, not only for the solution itself, which was shown in [3], but also for

any derivative of the solution.

2.   Notation.   For £2 a domain in RN and s a nonnegative integer we set for

v E W^(Í2), with ||-||n the norm in ¿2(Í2),

IMU = Í S itf^HíC ,/2

and for v £Z,2(£2),

's, a
\\a\<s

(u, w)

Note that for any integer s, \\'\\s n increases with £2 and that INI     N is equivalent to
* S,I\.

nis= (j (i + \a\2y\i\2dçY.

Notice also that for supp v C £20 CC £2, CC £22 we have for positive s, IMI_i>n   <

CllulLc n    so that the two norms are then equivalent.   For if if E C^Oj) and

ip = 1 on Í20 we have
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Mi,n=    sup   J£irï<c    sup    iNr-<c\\v\\_sn.
-1'"2     w=cZ(n2)"wKn2 wec0~(n2)  ll^'l..na

In addition to these L2 based norms we shall use the maximum norm

Iwln =   sup lw(*)l.
xen

and for v £ Cs(Sl),

Hn = max l^a"ln-
|a|<$

Let <//(;x denote the 5-spline of order /, that is the convolution x * ' ' * * X

with / factors, where x is the characteristic function of [- xh, lA].  For a —

(a,, . . . , a^let

*(«)W= ft W*>)

denote the 5-spline of order a in RN.  In particular, with e = (1, . . . , 1), i¡>ne)

denotes the 5-spline of the same order / in each variable.  We set \p,a, h(x) =

h-N*(a)(h-lx).

We define the difference quotient operator d£ by

K - ft " * * *l%    with *hA*) = h~l(v(pc + Wie,) - vix - Weft.

Notice that for the Fourier transforms of i//(a) n and 3£i> we have

"  / sin(^n|,)\a/

and

$(l) = (20|a| n (h-^Wtyff.

Let a £ C°°iRN). We recall that a is said to be a Fourier multiplier on L„, or

aEM = Moaif

Mia) = supfj F" V)l  /v; u e <£(*"), lui  N < 1} < -,

where F"1 denotes the inverse Fourier transform (for related material, cf.,e.g. [4]).

We shall use below that a(n|) £ M if a £ M, with M(a(n •)) independent of n so that

\¥-xia(h{¡)d)\  N<Mia)\v\  N.
R R

We shall also use the facts that M is closed under multiplication, that any trigonometric

polynomial and i//(a) belong to M (in fact, M(i//(a)) = 1), that Cq C M and further

that if ip is a C°° function on the real line with <¿>(í)(£;) = 0(11,1"* "') (6 >0, / = 0,1), for

large |£.|, then ip belongs to M in one and, as a consequence, also in N dimensions.
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3. The Local Averaging Operators. We shall now turn to the construction of

the kernels of the averaging operators used in our main results. The first step is the

definition of certain one-dimensional trigonometric polynomials.

Lemma 1. Let q> \,p> \. Then there exists a unique trigonometric poly-

nomial kq    of order p - 1 such that

(3) ka,pi°)xiof = 1 + Oia2p)   aso^O.

Proof.   Setting r = sin lAo we obtain for small t or a,

», ._„     /arcsinrXa      ^ 2i
xio) q = [—j—)   = Z W •

x ' /-0

We may therefore choose

p-i /       i   \2j     P~l
kq,p(°ï= Z yq,i[sxn 7°)  = 2- yq,j2 'il "cos °y-

j=0 v       z   ' j=0

The uniqueness follows at once since if kx and k2 both satisfy (3) then k   - k2 is a

trigonometric polynomial of order p - 1 which vanishes of order 2p at the origin

and hence has to vanish identically.

For a = (a,, . . . , aN) with a. > 0 and p > 1 we now define the A-dimensional

trigonometric polynomial

kia'p\t) = ft K.P%) = 2Xa'p)e-'<£'7>,     %, y^RN-
j= 1      7' 7

Using the coefficients of this polynomial and the S-splines of order a we set

K^p\x) = Zk^p)^(a)ix-y).
7

Notice that by (3),

¿o.p)(0 = *í«.p)(i)í(a)(É) = fa Gfm,rt)
(4) i      '

= 1 +0(|?|2p)    as?-^0.

We also set

Kha-P\x) = h~NK<-a'p\h-xx).

The order relation near the origin in (4) is the basis for proving the following

approximation estimate for convolution by Kha'p\

Lemma 2. Let a = iax, . . . , aN) with a;- > 0 and p > 1 be given.   Then for

Í2j CC f22 there is a constant C such that for small h,

(5) Wv-Kh^*v\\ni<Ch2p\\v\\2ptn2,

(6) \v~Kna'p)*v\a   <Ch2p\v\2p>il2.
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Proof.   Since by (4),

II -K(a-p\h%)\<Ch2pm2p    forHeRN,

we obtain at once by Parseval's relation, for v £ C^iRN),

\\v-K^'p)*v\\0<Ch2P\\v\\2p.

The estimate (5) now follows by applying this inequality to cov where to £ Cô(£22)

and a; = 1 in a neighborhood of £2,.

Setting kj(o) = ka.p(o)x(of>, we find since (1 - %ßj))%T2p £ M that (with

Dj = d/bx,)

IF"1«! " k¡ih%))v)\RN = h2p\rxH\ - k,m¡M%1T*pD]pv)\RN

<Cn2p|Z)2pu|   jv-.

Writing

i -¿<a'p>(nii) = £ n *MXi -kfity),
j= 1 /</

and noticing that clearly also k ■ EM, we conclude

\V-K(»,P)*V\ |F-l((1-¿ta,P)(/^))C)| <C7/2p|u| N,
R R 2p,R

from which (6) follows as above by application to cou.

In addition to the function K^'p^ we shall use the associated function defined

for a>0, l> \,p> 1 by

Kia'l'p\x) = Lk(ya+le-pHtle),h(x - yh).

7

Recall that derivatives of splines of higher order are difference quotients of splines

of lower order.   In particular, more precisely,

Da^(a + le),h  = K4>(le),h>

so that with the above notation

(7) ¿^(a+Ze.p) = 9«£W,p),

4.  Main results.  We can now prove the first of our main results.

Theorem 1. Let abe a given multi-index, let l> 1 and p > 1. Then, for

£20 CC Í2j CC £22 there is a constant C such that for h small, u £ W2p+M(Slx)

and un £ Z,2(Í22),

||H»«-^>.dXlln0

<c{n2p||W||2p + |a|o    +   Z   WK+ßi"-»h)W-i,nx\-
^ x     101«;/ )
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Proof.   Notice that by (7),

£(<M,p) * 3«„ = z«KhaXp) * v = rjPKha+le-p) * v = 4a+/e-p) * Dav.

We have by the triangle inequality

< \\Dau - Kha+le^ * Dau\\no + ll^a-''p) * 3> - «Ä)llno = 1 + 11.

By Lemma 2,

KO/2p||Z)au||2p>ni<Cn2p||U||2p + |a|>ni.

The proof is therefore completed by the following lemma.

Lemma 3. Let I > 1 and Í20 CC Í2j CC S22.   77/en there exists a constant C

such that for small h and v £ ¿2(Í22),

IIW*»Hn0<C  Z liafrlUn,-

Proof.   We notice that for each /',

m, I (i + £i)< 5'

This is obvious for small n£- since then the left side is bounded above and the right

side below.  For large n£- and hence £■ large the result is also immediate.  Letting

£0 denote the component of £ with largest modulus, we conclude, since Ixl ^ 1,

21
^<(í»í   <c}+*'l«*W>"

^o   / (1 + |2)'

(8)

1 +Z/#~18inO*/'£/))"

(i + i?i2y

Parseval's relation therefore yields

M(le),h  * VURN < C{^_l¡RN + Z IIÍ'"».,.^}

,aV

1/3 !</

An application of this inequality to uco, where co £ Cq(£Ix) and co = 1 in a

neighborhood of Í20 completes the proof.

Theorem 1 may now be used to produce approximations to Au for any bounded

linear functional on a Sobolev space on Í20.

Theorem 2. Let l> \,p> 1 and £20 CC Clx CC £22.   Let A be a bounded

linear functional on W2(Í20) for some n > 0.  Then there exists a constant C and
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for sufficiently small h a bounded linear functional Ah on ¿2(£2,) such that for u £

W2p+"(Çl2),uhEL2(Sl2),

\Au-Anun\<cih2p\\u\\2pM   +       Z       K+p"(«-"/.)ll-i,nl-
" |<*|<n;|0l«S/ ;

Proof.   By the Riesz representation theorem there is a ¡p £ ^"(^o) sucn tnat

with (•, -)a   the inner product in Z,2(£20),

Setting

we obtain

w2(!'l0>       \ct\<n

A„u = Z (*^'-*> * 3^ ¿A»«.,
|a|<n U

|AM-AÄ«J<IMIn,no   X    lü>°«-^01',',')*3XNn0.
\a\<n

and the result follows by Theorem 1.

In particular, in the case of the elliptic problem treated by Bramble and Schatz,

we conclude by Theorem 2 and (1) that the approximating function un contains

enough information to produce a 0(hr+I) approximation of Dau(x) for any a and

any x £ Í2.  The corresponding functional An is of course not practical, and since also

(2) holds, we therefore have use for the following direct interior maximum norm

estimate.

Theorem 3. Let a. be a given multi-index, let / > 1 and p > 1. Then for Í20

CC Í2t CC £22 there is a constant C such that for h small and u £ C2p + |a|(£22), un

£ Q£22 ) (with N0 = [A/2] + 1),

Wu-&«•'•* *dahuh\ao

<c{n2p|U|2p+|a|>n    +     Z      \\da„+0(u-uh)\Ll>a
' \ß\<l+NQ

+ h'   Z \^iu-uh)\a\.
I0K/ M

Proof.   In the same way as in the proof of Theorem 1, using now the second

part of Lemma 2, we obtain

Utti-•?£«.'•*> * 3«ttJno <Ch2p\u\2pHciUni + |^'-p) * 3>-«Ä)lno.

The result therefore follows as above by the following analogue of Lemma 3.

Lemma 4. Let I > 1 and Í20 CC ÇLX CC £22.   Then there exists a constant C

such that for h small and v £ C(f22),

IV ),„ * »ln0 < ci    Z     H3frlL,,ni +h'  Z I3gülni|
\ß\<l + N0 I0K/
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Proof.   As previously, it is sufficient to prove the result for v £ Cq(í2,).  Let

ip £ Cq(- 71,7r) with if> = 1 near the origin and set $(£) = UNipi^). We may write, at

x £Í20,

*(¡e),h *v= E-X(4)(le)ihk)v)

Using Schwarz's inequality, we obtain

HI /(l   + lÉlT^'V'^O   + l{|2f 0/2*(|e)(A?)*(Af)D(t;>/í

<C||(1 + \ï\2f0,2i(le)(h!;)*(hi)imRN-

For n£ in the support of *(n|) we have

1 + III2 < C Jl + Z(«"' sin(f«?,))2 !;

and hence by (8),

< cxi + ifi=r'4i + Z(ft-' sin (iAS;))2"+"°'JR

We conclude

HKckii ._/y+Zii3l/+'Vo)%ii irn\<c   Z   Hv\\_ltSl

In order to estimate II we write

h = F-'fn x(«?/)'z n ««(i - fM,))v).

and hence since x, <P and (1 - <£(£/))/£; belong to M,

IIII < C^ I F"'((l " tfb%mh$ü)\RN
i

= of £i F -'(O - vQ*iWi,r'3Ï'vyiRN <ch'X laj'ulo,-
/ /

Together the estimates for I and II prove the lemma.

As an illustration, consider the case when a two-point boundary value problem

for a second order ordinary differential equation (or a second order parabolic problem)

has been approximately solved using cubic splines on a mesh which is uniform in the

interior, so that OQi6) interior estimates for the difference quotients of the error are

available in norms of order - 2.  Then the above theory (with / = 2, p = 3, r = 4)

shows that Oty6) approximations of for instance u, du/dx and d2u/dx2 can be obtained

using the trigonometric polynomials k23, k33 and k43. These approximations are
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(with Tnvix) = v(x- T?))

{%~m (r* + T--) + 90{T2h + T~2h))*<2>'ft *"*•

(fi - m(r*+ T-J+ ïiô<?**+ r-»*>) W *»*«*•

(ü-M^ + r-»)+ do*7"» + r-">) W * 92»*-

Notice that these approximations can easily be expressed in terms of the coefficients

of uh with respect to a basis in the finite dimensional approximating space and the

convolutions of 4>i2\>n with these basis functions.  In the particular case of smooth

(C2) cubic splines these convolutions are translates of ¡P(6)<n = ^(2),h * ^(4),/r
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